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CAKE FLAVOR SAMPLER 
 

This is a standard sampler of our 6 most popular cake flavors. 
*Other flavors can be substituted for sampling, with advanced notice. 

 
1) Yellow Butter Cake with Fresh Strawberry Cream Filling.   
This cake flavor and filling combination is our most popular, making up 80% of our orders.  Fresh Strawberry is 
always a good flavor choice when you're catering to many different palates and tastes. This cake is very light 
and refreshing, and not overly sweet. 
 
2) Yellow Butter Cake with Lilikoi Cream Filling.   
All our flavor and fillings can be mixed and matched to find the pairing and combination that you like.  This is 
one example of the same cake flavor, but paired with another filling.  The Lilikoi cream filling is popular among 
our local clients who are more familiar with Lilikoi (also known as Passion Fruit). Our Lilikoi cream (along with 
Guava, and our other fruit creams) are made with a fresh Lilikoi puree, mixed with whipped cream.  Because of 
this, it is able to retain its distinctive tartness, and serves as a nice balance between sweet and tart. 
 
3) Devil’s Food Chocolate Cake with Cookies n Cream Filling.   
This filling is made with real, whole ground Oreo cookies and tends to be a popular flavor for grooms cakes, 
and among younger guests.  All of our fillings are not heavy or rich (as some chocolate cakes can be), but 
rather light and creamy.  This Oreo filling is surprisingly one of our lightest tasting.  Many people grew up 
eating Oreos and feel a sense of nostalgia with this pairing, associating the cookies with their childhood.  
 
4) Guava Cake with Guava Cream Filling.   
The guava cake and filling are both made with fruit puree and contain no artificial syrupy sweeteners (unlike 
many other guava cakes). It is a different take on a typical guava cake.  The best way to describe this cake is 
“very natural” and it is another popular choice among locals. 
 
5) Coconut Cake with Pineapple Cream Filling.   
The coconut cake is made with fresh coconut milk and paired with a pineapple cream filling.  This is our most 
popular flavor with destination wedding clients, providing them with a great tropical-island taste. 
 
6) Red Velvet Cake with Cream Cheese Icing.   
This cake (or the Carrot Cake with Cream Cheese Icing) is a popular choice among older guests who don't 
care too much for sweets.  The Red Velvet cake by itself is richer and slightly heavier than our other cakes. 
Red Velvet, like all of our cakes, is made from scratch.  But this cake has a buttermilk base, which is enhanced 
with cocoa powder, resulting in a great Red Velvet flavor. 
 


